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Abstract 
Let M be a continuous martingale, h : R, -+ 53, continuous and increasing such that 
M(t)/h((M),) -+ 0 (as.) as t + co. It is shown that w.p.1, large deviations type limits exist for 
a class of cbnditional probabilities which are induced on (C([O, m),il. 11,) by the tail processes 
y’(.) = M(t + .)/h((M),+.). This is obtained via a simple use of the Borell inequality 
for Gaussian processes, combined with a random time change argument. Results are 
applied to obtain convergence rates for the (conditional) tail probabilities of consistent 
parameter estimators in diffusion processes. This is followed by the derivation of efficient 
stopping rules. Finally, unconditional large deviations lower bounds for the tails of con- 
sistent estimators in diffusions are investigated via an extension of a well known direct 
method. 
Keywords: Tail probabilities; Large deviations; Martingale LLN; Bore11 inequality; Parameter 
estimation; Diffusions. 
1. Introduction 
Central limit theorems (CLT) are probably the most widely known tools for 
the evaluation of convergence rates in various LLN (law of large numbers) 
statements with deterministic or random norming, see e.g. (Hall and Heyde, 
1980). CLTs are similarly applied in parameter estimation as a measure of the 
convergence rate of consistent, off-line and recursive estimation schemes, e.g. the 
MLE (maximum likelihood estimator) (Hall and Heyde, 1980) and SA (stochastic 
approximation) (Kushner and Huang, 1979), respectively. These results, which are in 
the form 
r,“2(X,-e)Lv(o,q X,BERd, CERdXd, I”1 co, (1.1) 
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are essentially of local type where the “almost” normal distribution (for large n’s) 
enables to compute the probabilities of the estimation error X, - 0 laying (at a fixed, 
large n) outside an Rd ball of order I, 1’2. 
On the other hand, the LD (large deviations) approach is concerned with fixed (i.e. 
time independent) sets which. combined with the process under study, determine 
series of events which become “rare” as IZ + a in the sense that their probabilities 
decay exponentially fast. Such an approach is considered by Bahadur et al. (1980), 
Bahadur (1983) and Kester and Kallenberg (1986) who obtain lower bounds of the 
form 
liminfllogP,(IX, - 81 > 2) 2 - h(& H), (1.2) 
n+3i n 
for consistent parameter estimators {X,} in various processes, in particular, i.i.d. 
processes (Bahadur et al., 1980; Kester and Kallenberg, 1986) and finite state, Markov 
chains (Bahadur, 1983) (where b(. , .) is related to the Kullback-Leiber number). As 
was noted in (Bahadur et al., 1980), such a result cannot, in general, be extended to 
obtain upper bounds. Nevertheless, it is shown that the MLE in i.i.d. processes 
actually attains the lower bound in (1.2) (Bahadur et al., 1980; Kester and Kallenberg, 
1986), a fact which makes it optimal in the appropriate sense. Note however that, as 
CLTs, such results are of local type (with some possible extensions, see Section 3.3). 
Considerably stronger results are presented by Kushner (1984) and Dupuis and 
Kushner (1985) where LD lower and upper bounds for the tail probabilities of SA 
estimates are derived. More precisely, let {X,} be a sequence of consistent SA iterates 
and denote by x”(.) E C[O, 7-1, T < a a continuous time interpolation with 
x”(O) = X,. Then, for all sets A E (C[O, T], II.11 T) (where II f /I T 4 sup, < ( s rl.f(~)J), it is 
shown in (Kushner, 1984; Dupuis and Kushner, 1985) that 
lim inf /1, log P(x” E A )x”(O) = x) 2 - inf S(4, T), 
n-lx f#J E A‘,&O) = Y 
lim sup 2, log P(x” e A 1 x”(O) = 
n - a, 
x)I - inf S(& T), (1.3) 
4 E A,$@) = 9 
where S is a “good” rate function (see (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1992; Deuschel and 
Stroock, 1989) and 1, --t 0 depends on the SA gain sequence. It is important to note 
that such results are restricted to finite 7”s. Infinite time horizons are considered by 
Dupuis and Kushner (1989) where conditional LD upper bounds (in the a.s. sense) are 
presented in the following form: Fix A > 6 > 0, then, outside an w-null set it holds that 
limsup&logP(IX, - 01 > 1, some m 2 nlFn,JX, - 191 I6) 
n+cc 
I - inf inf S(4, 7’) < 0, (1.4) 
r>o 4 E cl& Tl 
Icfm c: 6%‘l$ll. > 2 
where { Fn},, 2 1 is the underlying family of increasing o-algebras. 
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Our main objective in this paper is to derive similar, infinite horizon bounds for 
continuous time parameter estimates. However, unlike Dupuis and Kushner (1989) 
we do not work directly with the estimation error process, but use an indirect 
approach. We first derive a class of general LD-type laws which characterize continu- 
ous-time, martingale LLN statements. This result is then applied to the parameter 
estimation problem. Such a framework is motivated by the fact that in many cases, 
various consistent estimators are closely related with (normalized) martingale pro- 
cesses. Consider for example a collection of real valued, linear-in-the-parameter 
diffusions which satisfy the following SDEs (stochastic differential equations), 
dx: = fIm(x;, t)dt + dw,, ~“0 = 0, (1.5) 
where m:RxR+ + R satisfies some regularity conditions and (w,} is a standard 
Brownian motion. Fix 8* E [w then, under rather weak conditions (Feigin, 1978; 
Levanony et al., 1993) the MLE (6,) (based on (x8*}) is strongly consistent for f3* and, 
e, - o* = (M),‘M(t) vt > 0, (1.6) 
where M(t) = ji m(xf*, s) dw, and (M), = ji m’(xf*, s) ds are a continuous-time 
martingale and its increasing process, respectively. Strong consistency is obtained by 
a martingale LLN (Revuz and Yor, 1991). A martingale CLT implies asymptotic 
normality in the form of (1.1) (Feigin, 1978; Levanony et al., 1993). 
Now, due to (1.6), a LD law for tail probabilities of 6, - Q* can be actually derived 
from corresponding general martingale laws. Such an indirect approach can be 
extended to cases where, loosely speaking, (1.6) holds only asymptotically, i.e. when 
the parameter difference 6, - 0* is exponentially equivalent (Dembo and Zeitouni, 
1992) to a normalized martingale, see Section 3. 
Unfortunately, a law in the form of (1.4) for normalized martingale processes (such 
as in the RHS of (1.6)) cannot be obtained by an extension of finite horizon results (as 
has been done in (Dupuis and Kushner, 1989)). To illustrate this fact, let W be 
a standard Brownian motion and consider, as a simplified example, the set of C[O, co) 
processes {x’} where x’(s) = W(t + s)/(t + s). It can be shown that {x’} satisfy 
a Schilder-type LD principal on C[O, co) equipped with a weak topology (such as the 
topology of uniform convergence on compacts, see another example in (Deuscheul 
and Stroock, 1989, Section 1.3)) or strong topology, C[O, T] LD laws (i.e. on 
(C[O, T], Jj. IIT)) where such infinite or finite horizon laws are characterized by the 
corresponding Schilder rate functions for & W(Dembo and Zeitouni, 1992; Deuschel 
and Stroock, 1989). For finite horizon [0, T] the rate function is 
S(4, T) = 3 s,’ 4’(s)ds, if 4 is absolutely continuous (with S(y3, T) = + cc otherwise). 
It is easy to see that an infinite horizon extension in the form of (1.4) leads to RHS = 0 
(take for example 4(s) = (A/T)s to obtain S($, T) = ),i’/T which results in 
inf, > 0 S(4, T) = 0). 
Furthermore, even an attempt to prove a LD principal for {x’} directly on 
(C[O, co), 11. IIm ) (where 11 fll m J? sups t o If(s) poses a major difficulty and may be 
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impossible. This is due to the fact that exponential tightness, which is a key property 
in LD proofs (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1992; Deuschel and Stroock, 1989) fails to hold. 
A proof of exponential tightness involves showing that, roughly speaking, x’ lies 
outside a compact set in (C[O, co), /I. II,) with a probability decaying exponentially 
fast (as t + co). However, compacts in { fe C[O, co) 1 11 f 11 m < co, lims + (I f(s) = 0) 
are characterized as being closed, bounded, equicontinuous and in addition, 
vanish uniformly at infinity (Munkers, 1975, p. 279). The last property fails to 
hold for x’ (in the exponential sense above) and therefore rules out exponential 
tightness. 
On the other hand, it turns out that, with a minor loss in generality, it is possible in 
our case (i.e. normalized martingale processes) to compute limits of the type of (1.4) by 
utilizing rather simple tools based on Borell’s inequality for centered Gaussian 
processes (Adler, 1990) and random time change (Karatzas and Shreve, 1988; Revuz 
and Yor, 1991). The loss of generality is characterized by the fact that results are 
restricted to probabilities of events of the form ( /lx’ // ~ > A}, where, unlike standard 
LD theory, computations do not involve a general rate function (as S above). 
Nevertheless, this loss of generality does not affect our main goal, namely, the 
evaluation of convergence rates, where events as the one above are precisely those we 
are interested in. Following Dupuis and Kushner (1989) we consider conditional 
probabilities where, contrary to (1.4) we obtain exact limits (i.e. the lower and upper 
bounds coincide). Those lead to rather simple stopping rules which may be very useful 
in practice. A completely different approach is used to derive unconditional LD lower 
bounds for a class of parameter estimation problems. This is done by an infinite 
horizon extension of the direct method of Bahadur et al. (1980). As one may intuitively 
expect, conditional LD laws are characterized by rates of decay which are faster than 
their unconditional counterpart, see example 3.8. 
The paper is organized as follows: The next section is concerned with the martingale 
result, that is, the exponential rate of decay of conditional tail probabilities for 
normalized, continuous time martingales. An application to parameter estimation in 
diffusion processes is presented in Section 3. Exact limits of conditional tail probabilit- 
ies for a class of consistent estimators are derived. This leads to simple and useful 
stopping rules. Finally, unconditional LD lower bounds are obtained via a direct 
approach taken from Bahadur et al. (1980). 
2. A martingale conditional law 
Let (Q, P-, P) be a complete probability space, (M(t), yc), z e a real valued, continu- 
ous local martingale with a quadratic variation process denoted by (M ). Let 
0 < h E C[O, x) be nondecreasing and satisfy 
Condition A. lim d-/h(t) = 0. 
f-a( 
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Then, a martingale LIL (law of iterated logarithm) (Revuz and Yor, 1991) implies 
that 
lim M(t)/h((M),) = 0 a.e. on {(M), r a}. 
f’a; 
(2.1) 
Remark 2.1. A sufficient condition for (2.1) is (cf. Revuz and Yor, 1991): 
s m h-‘(t)dt < cc VE > 0. E 
Define the C[O, co) process 
y’(.) = M(l + .)lh((M >,+ ). 
We claim the following theorem. 
(2.2) 
Theorem 2.2. Let (M(t),Ft)t 2 0 be a continuous local martingale with (M), 7 03 P-as. 
Then, under condition A, the processes {y’} satisfies 
limcp,logP(Ily’II, >nlyt)= -+A’, P-a.s., Vl>O, 
*+cc 
(2.3) 
where 
cur = d(M)) = sup 2 
S 
s>oh (CM), + 4’ 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is based on the following Brownian law: 
Lemma 2.3. Let (W(t),%~),2, be a standard Brownian motion, T, r cc a continuous, 
{%,)-stopping time process. Dejine x’(.) = W(T, + .)/h( T, + .) where 0 < h E C[O, co) 
is nondecreasing and satisfies condition A. Then 
lim cpt log P( /Ix’ 11~ > A. I9,) = - 4 i’, P-as., VJ/1 > 0, (2.4) 
f+oo 
with cp, = q,(T). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let ( W’(t),‘St), z o be a standard Brownian motion which is 
constructed via random time change of the martingale (M(t),Fc)t z 0, namely (Karat- 
zas and Shreve, 1988; Revuz and Yor, 1991) 
I+‘(t) = M(r(r)), 3, = qz(tj, r(t)=inf{s>OI(M),>t}. (2.5) 
It is well known that (M), is a {gt}-stopping time (Karatzas and Shreve, 1988; 
Revuz and Yor, 1991). Let T, = (M),, then P(.lFt) = P(.19cM),) Vt 2 0 which, 
together with a random time change argument (i.e. M(t + s) = W((M),+,) Vs,t E R+, 
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P-as. (Karatzas and Shreve, 1988; Revuz and Yor, 1991)) imply that, outside an 
w-null set, independent of A or t 
(- lM(t + s)l P(llY'llx > 4%) = p wk((M),+,) > 4% 1 
= p sup I W((M)r+s)I ( s 2 0 4(Wt+s) > 1 I a, 1 
= p (- I WC(M), + r)l ^ ;:\ k((M>, + Y) > AIQ), = P(lPlIs > 43TtL 1 
VA, t > 0. 
(The change in the supremum in the next-to-last equality follows the fact that 
h, Wand (M) are continuous and that (M), r co.) This together with (2.4), proves 
(2.3). Cl 
Remark 2.4. Let C, = o{(M),} ( = the a-field generated by (M),). Then, by condi- 
tioning on C, (rather than on the larger a-field yZ) it can be shown that V;l > 6 > 0 
liminfcp,logP()~y’/l, > AjC,,Iy’(O)I 5 6) L - IA’, P-a.s., 
f + K 
(2.6) 
limsupcp,logP(/ly’Il, > ~lC,,Iy’(O)I 5 6) I - +(A - 6)2, P-a.s., (2.7) 
f+Ol 
The proof of (2.6H2.7) relies on corresponding Brownian bounds followed by 
a time change argument (exactly as the proof of Theorem 2.2). The only differences lie 
in some minor technicalities in the proof of the Brownian counterpart of (2.6H2.7). 
These involve preconditioning on Ff and smoothing. We omit the details. 
Remark 2.5. Consider the case of Gaussian martingale M i.e., when the increasing 
process (M ) is deterministic. In this case, computation of unconditional probabilities 
results in 
lim @, log P( 11 y’ II ~, > A) = - +A”, (jr = sup 
(M), + s 
,.oh2((M), + .s). 
(2.8) 
f-X 
The proof of (2.8) is considerably simpler than its “random” counterpart (2.3) for 
obvious reasons. Note the basic difference between the rates of the“deterministic” and 
the “random” cases (i.e. (2.8) and (2.3) respectively) where in general, qr < Gr V’t > 0. 
For example, in the case of k(t) = t, we have I& = l/(M )t = 4~~. This fact has some 
implications on the difference between the bounds of the conditional and uncondi- 
tional LD laws, see Sections 3.3 and 3.4. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Our aim is to show that the liminf and the limsup (as t--f m) of 
the term on the LHS of (2.4) are equally bounded (from below and from above, 
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respectively). In order to simplify notation, we use throughout this proof the definition 
P,(.) = P(. I%,,) (with E,(.) = 
II B’ II cc = sup sup 
I WTt + s) - Wr,)l 
t>r t>r Sk0 W’t + s) 
I 2 sup sup I f+‘(T, + s)l 
trrsro h(Tt+s) 
P-a.s. (2.12) 
where the last inequality is due to the a.s. continuous sample paths of W/h on [l, co), 
(2.1) and the fact that T, = 1. 
This obviously leads to 
Pt( II p’ II m < co) = 1 Vt 2 7, P-a.s. 
Furthermore, since W(r)/h(r) satisfies (2.1) and T, t cc one has 
limsup I/ /Ill, I 2 lim sup 1 W(r)l/h(r) = 0, P-a.s. 
t-cc t+m r>T, 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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s r 
-+O as 
qt = ,ftf h2(T, + s) ’ rslFt h2(r) t + ‘Xj, P-as. (2.15) 
Let pt = E, SUP,~ k 0 p’(s) = E, sups Z 0 B’(s)/h( T, + s). We claim that pt + 0 a.s. To 
prove this statement, recall that suptZ r IIB’II, is dominated by 
Yg2 sup,. 2 I 1 W(v)l/h(r). Now, since { W(r)/h(r), r L l} is an a.s. bounded, centered 
Gaussian process then, by (Adler, 1990, Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.2), EY < z Let 
yx Acr{U,.ogTT,). Then, the integrability of Y, together with (2.14) enable to use 
a standard convergence theorem (e.g. Revuz and Yor, 1991, Corollary II. 2.4) to obtain 
lim E(~I/31~1,13’~,) = E lim Ilp’li,Igx = 0, P-as. 
f- X’ ( r+ Z 1 
(2.16) 
The fact that by definition 0 < gt I E( II/i’ (/ m ( FiTt) completes the proof of the claim. 
Further, note that the initial condition x’(0) satisfies 
lim x’(O) = lim W(T,) __ = 0, P-as. 
f-x h(T,) f--1 nj 
(2.17) 
which results due to (2.1). Finally, observe that 
sup sup &(/Y(r) - /l’(s))’ I4supcp, < co, P-as. 
‘trr,scIW+ tzr 
That is, the parameter space [w, is totally bounded in the (random) time dependent, 
canonical metrics which are induced by {S’} ( see a definition before (2.9)), uniformly 
over [z, co), as. 
We are now ready to derive the upper bound: Choose E > 0, 6 E (0, A*) and let 
to = t,,(&, 6) < a be s.t. P( sup, 2 ,0 (Ix’(O)\ + pl) > 6) < E. Then, V’i > 6, t 2 to v z 
we can write 
W’t) 
h(T, + s) 
x’(0) 
I cPrlogpt(IIB'l/, > 2. - I~‘Kwl 
5 q,log4exp - +(a - I.x’(O)l - P~)~I(P~ - - $;l’, 
t- 7.8 
w.p. > 1 - e, (2.18) 
where the last inequality follows (2.11) and the fact that x’(O) and pr are gT, measur- 
able. The limit on the RHS is obtained due to (2.15H2.17). Since (2.18) holds V/E, 6 > 0, 
i > 6 we may conclude that 
limsupcp,logP,( l/x’l1, > i) < - f/z’, P-a.s.VA > 0. (2.19) 
1-y 
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The lower bound: With a slight abuse of notation, let cp,(s) = E,I~(s)~~ 
= s/h2(T, + s) (with qt = sup cpt(s)) and define the Gaussian function 
Sk0 
C’liz)=~~~e-“li2dU=P(,~,>a). Zw~V(0,l). 
a 
Note that since under P,,/?‘(s) - N(0, q,(s)), we have P,(Ifl(s)j > II) = $(cc/J&@). 
Therefore, 
Wt) 
h(T + 4 
x’(O)1 > A 
2 CptlogPt SUPIP’(S)l >A+ Ix’(O)1 
( s 2 0 1 
2 cPtl%suPPt(lB’(s)l > 1 + Ix’(0)I) 
St0 
= 'pJypoi((i. + Ix'c4 l)l&m 
zz cptlog${(~ + lmI)lJGim~ 
SZO 
= cPtl%rl/CG + Ix’(O)I)lJa 
2 cp,log - 
J 
2 (1” + Ib’(Wl& 
n: 1 + (2 + x’(o))2/(pt exp 
- f(/z + lx'(0)I)2/cp,~ - +A2, a.s. (2.20) 
The last inequality is a simple lower bound for tj (see (Karatzas and Shreve, 1988, 
p. 112). The limit is obtained due to the fact that qr and x’(O) + 0 as t + co . This, 
together with (2.20) result in (2.4). 0 
To end this section, consider for a moment Rd valued martingales. The following 
corollary is an easy consequence from Theorem 2.2. 
Corollary 2.6. Let (M(t),Ft), 2 0 = (Mi(t), 1 I i I d, Ft)t > 0 be a continuous-time, 
vector valued martingale with (Mi), r CC, P-as. Vi = 1,2, . . . , d. Then, for any h as in 
Theorem 2.2 
max lIy:IlcL > AIF, = -f/z”, P-as. (2.21) 
Isisd 
where y:(s) = Mi(t + S)/h((Mi),+,), @* = max q,((Mi)). 
I<i<d 
Proof. The probability in the LHS of (2.21) is bounded as follows 
(2.22) 
Now, by letting the terms in the proof of Lemma 2.3 depend on i and taking the 
maximum over 1 I i I d (in the upper bound (2.19) and the lower bound (2.20), one 
concludes that indeed & is the norming sequence for the logarithms of both sides in 
(2.22). The fact that c!& + 0 and Theorem 2.2 (applied for both sides in (2.22)) complete 
the proof. 0 
Remark 2.7. Note that (2.22) holds also with the Euclidean norm replacing the max 
norm inside the probability on the LHS. 
3. Parameter estimation in diffusion processes 
In this section we examine the rate of convergence of the tails of consistent 
parameter estimators in diffusion processes. In particular, the martingale result 
(Theorem 2.2) is utilized in order to obtain exponential rates of decay for conditional 
probabilities of rare tail events of “first order efficient estimators” (Feigin, 1978; Hall 
and Heyde, 1980) among which, the MLE is shown to be optimal in the sense of 
having the fastest rate of convergence. 
We end this section with a direct approach adopted from Bahadur et al. (1980) (see 
also (Bahadur, 1983; Kester and Kallenberg, 1986)) to the derivation of unconditionul 
LD-type lower bounds for consistent parameter estimators. While in (Bahadur et al., 
1980; Bahadur, 1983; Kester and Kallenberg, 1986) only local-type results are pres- 
ented (for discrete i.i.d. sequences (Bahadur et al., 1980; Kester and Kellenberg, 1986) 
and finite state, discrete Markov chains (Bahadur, 1983)) we extend the general 
approach to infinite horizon, tail processes of consistent estimators in diffusions. 
Results are compared with the corresponding conditional LD law derived by the 
indirect, martingale approach. 
3.1. Problem .statenzent 
Let (Q, F-, P) be a complete probability space and consider a collection of real 
valued processes (X0 )(I E n which satisfy the stochastic differential equations: 
ds; = m(O, .$, t)dt + 0(x;, t)dw,, x”, = 0, (3.1) 
where (lvt, .F,), > o is a standard Brownian motion, o2 is bounded from below and 
m(. , , .) and c(. , -) satisfy some regularity conditions which ensure the existence and 
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uniqueness of strong solutions to (3.1). Moreover, assume that the measures which are 
induced by {xf, t E [0, 7’j}oE n on C[O, r] are mutually equivalent VT < cc (for 
specific conditions see e.g. (Borkar and Bagchi, 1982)). 
Let X = {xt, t 2 O> denote the observed process. Assume that there exists a 
%* E R s.t. X = X”*. Then, the log-likelihood is in the following form (Borkar and 
Bagchi, 1982; Feigin, 1978; Levanony et al., 1993) 
L,(%, X) = 
s 
’ g(0, x,, s)d\c, - $ 
0 
g(%, x, s) A 
m(U, x, s) - m(%*, x, s) 
a(x, s) 
Assume that L,(., X) is twice differentiable V’t E R+, P-a.s. (see (Levanony et al., 
1993) for sufficient conditions), denote its gradient by U,(. , X) and define 
U, = U,(%*, X). It can be verified that (U,, F,)r 2 0 is a continuous martingale. Denote 
by I, = (U ), its increasing process and assume throughout that I, r Ix , P-a.s. 
Definition 3.1. (Hall and Heyde, 1980). Let {fir} be an estimator of 0”. % is called FOE 
(first order efficient) if there exists a (deterministic) constant y = y(%*) s.t. 
I:‘21P,-o*-?/I;1u,I~Oast-tm. (3.3) 
It is well known that y 2 1 with y = 1 for the MLE % (where 0, = arg sup L,(%, X)) 
0 E R 
see e.g. (Hall and Heyde, 1980, Theorem 6.1). 
Remark 3.2. A martingale CLT implies that an FOE estimator % with constant 
7 satisfies (Hall and Heyde, 1980) 
I,“‘(%, - %*): Jv”(0, y2), (3.4) 
which, by the discussion above, makes the MLE optimal in the sense of having the 
smallest asymptotic (weighted) variance. 
3.2. Tail probabilities of corzsistent estimators: A marting& approach 
In the light of Theorem 2.2, one may expect that the martingale law (2.3) can be 
utilized to obtain a corresponding statement for any FOE estimator for which the 
convergence in (3.3) is sufficiently fast. More precisely, let {%,} be a continuous (as.) 
FOE estimator (with a constant y 2 1) and choose a non decreasing h E C[O, x) 
which satisfies Condition A. Define I+, y’ E C [0, co) by 
I 
l;‘(s) = &y) -(e”,+. - %*I, Y’(S) = ~,+,l~(~,+,). 
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Then, in order to apply (2.3) to the (normalized) parameter difference one needs 
exponential equivalence between {u’} and (yy ‘1, namely that (Dembo and Zeitouni, 
1992) 
lim qt log P( 110’ - ljy’ /I m > E 1 Ft) = - ‘~8, P-as. Ve > 0. (3.5) 
f-x 
where qt = q,(Z) = sups z os/h2(1, + s). 
Note that (3.5) relies explicitly on h. Imposing on h the following weak restriction 
Condition B. 3h = h(h) E (0, xc) s.t. 
t 
h2(t) i:‘, 
h2(t+s) h 
limsup- -= , 
f - 3c’ s 
enables to consider a simpler condition (then (3.5)) which does not depend on 11, is 
related explicitly to (3.3) and together with B, leads to the exponential equivalence 
(3.5): 
Condition C. 
lim a,log P supZ,“‘l6, - V* - yI;‘CJ,I > E/J&IF, = - w, P-as. 
f-T ( r2t i 
for any (.Ff) adapted process {a,}, 0 < LI, --+ 0 and V’c: > 0. 
Remark 3.3. Condition C trivially holds for the MLE f3 in the cases where the 
measures induced by {X” j. E R on C[O, T] belong to a conditional exponential family 
(Feigin 1978; Hall and Heyde, 1980). In such cases, it holds that 6 - II* = 1-l U 
which, in diffusion processes, are the linear-in-the-parameter models (1.5). Here, we 
only need that such a conditional exponential property may be reached asymp- 
totically with a sufficiently fast exponential rate. 
We can now state the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Consider nn FOE estinzutor f? with a constant y and let h E C[O, cc). 
h(t) 1 #cc satisfy conditions A, B. ASSWJW that condition C holds. Then . 
P-as. v’r. > 0. (3.6) 
Proof. Since (2.3) holds for {J!‘), it suffices to show that {c’j and {;‘y’) are exponenti- 
ally equivalent (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1992), namely, that (3.5) holds. To this end. note 
that condition B. the definition of cpt in (3.5). together with the fact that h(t) and I, are 
continuous and that I, 7 -x.. implies that there exists a (deterministic) h = h(h) 2 h s.t. 
I, 
/qIQ= supL 
, 2 , jt2(t) ,‘$ 
h2(t + s) 
sup ~ 
1 hZ(I,), 
= 6 < rx. P-a.s. 
;I bOl/,> I, s 
(3.7) 
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This implies that, a.e. on {w I I, 2 l} 
1, I, + s 1, s 
;U,qh’(l,j= < (6 + l)cp,. f”,“, h2(1, + s) s h2(Z,) + f”,“o hZ(I, + s) - (3.8) 
Hence, by combining this together with the definitions of u’ and y’ we have 
cpt log P( Ilc” - YYf II cc > E I %) 
--+ - a , P-as. 
t-m 
where the last inequality follows (3.8) and the limit is obtained due to condition C. 
Since this holds t/s > 0, the processes {u’} and {yy’} are exponentially equivalent 
(Dembo and Zeitouni, 1992) which allows to infer (4.5) from the law for {y’} (i.e. (2.3) 
with i/y). 0 
In the following examples, only the MLE 6 is considered (Condition C is assumed 
to hold): 
Example 3.5. h(s) = d1 fv),‘2, 11 E (0, 11: In this case cpt = l/c(v)ly, c(v) = (1 + v)‘+‘/v’ 
and, 
In particular, for v = 1 one has c(v) = 4 and 
P(:“_9”-0.1 >AlE)z5exp -21,3.2. 
Example 3.6. h(s) = ,,I= ( s o s s > 1): It can be shown that Condition B holds with 
h = lirn inf (t + s)log(t + 4 _ 1 
f - = ., 2 0 slogt 
which leads to 
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Remark 3.7. In the light of the CLT (4.4) (and Condition A) this example may be 
considered as a limit case. 
Note that (3.6) may be utilized to derive stopping rules: For example in the classical 
.> case of /z(t) = t. fix i: > 0, 0 < 6 < i and let T = T(i-:, h, 2) < -x_ be s.t. w.p 
P(:ljp!i),-il*~>i,%j_rexp-?I,(i-1))1 V’t>T. 
Define the stopping time 
I - 1: 
~(17.p) = inf(t > Olexp - 21,/j’ < 17; = inf(t >01 I, > logrl-“2/j’). 
Then it holds that, w.p. > I - L 
P 
! 
supI(*P >T.IF, I’! vt2 TV r(q,i-6). 
I’), 
(3.9) 
Example 3.8 (Tlzc c~~~orlic cmr). Let Eqs. (3.1) be time homogeneous (i.e. the drift and 
diffusion functions I)I and rr do not depend on I explicitly) and assume that V’o E [w 
there exists an invariant measure /L,, s.t. for any Bore1 function,/‘: [w2 a [w, (I’, 0 E [w 
Consider h(t) = f. Then cp, = lj441, = I:4 si tt$(O*, s,s)d.s and Theorem 3.4 together 
with (3.10) lead to 
It is demonstrated below. that. in a large class of problems, for any estimator with 
1 c ;’ < 2 (e.g. the MLE), the RHS of (3.1 I) is larger (in absolute value) than the 
corresponding bound in the unconditional LD law (for all sufficiently small i’s). This 
implies that the conditional probabilities decay faster than the unconditional ones. 
This may be expected while noting the inherent difference between the normalizing 
sequences cpt, and @, (see definition in (2.8)) of conditional and unconditional LD laws, 
respectively (Remark 2.5). In he case above, the fact that (P, = h @, suggests that. for the 
MLE (i.e. ;’ = 11, the factor 2 on the RHS could probably be replaced by a factor 01 
I /2. This conjecture is shown to hold (asymptotically as i ---) 0). Results follow an 
extension of the direct approach which is due to Bahadur et al. (I 980). 
Fix 0 and let fi,(X’) be an estimator which is based on the observation of [.Y:. 
0 I s I tl. rather than on the paths of X = X”’ m [0, t] (we denote, as before. 
ii, = rj,(X)). 
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Definition 3.9. 8 is a uniformly strong consistent estimator if 
fI,(X@) + 0, as t + co, P-a.s. t/8 E [w. 
Recall that g(B, ., .) = [m(0, ., .) - m(fI*, ., .)]/cr(, .) and define the martingale G(6, X”) 
and its increasing process (G(8, X0)) 
s 
f 
G,(& Xe) = s(R xf, s)dw,, (G(0, X0)), = 
0 s 
f 
g2(8, x,B, s)ds. 
0 
Then it can be verified that 
L,(O, X’) = log -$(X’) = G,(& X0) + ) (G(0, X0)),, 
f 
(3.12) 
where v:, vf are the measures which are induced by X0 and X’*(respectively) on the 
space of continuous functions on [0, t]. 
The following condition is considered below. 
Condition D. There exists a deterministic {a,}, 0 < 2, + 0 s.t. 
liminfcc, (G(0, X”)), > 0, P-a.s. V’B # U*, 
f-5 
limsupr,(G(8,Xe)),+T < co, P-a.s. V’8, T< cc. 
r-lx 
Define 
K(O, T) = inf (u E [w 1 lim P(a,L,+.(0, X’) I a) = 11. (3.13) 
t+m 
Note that condition D above, Eq. (3.12) and a martingale LLN (i.e. G,(6), Xe)/ 
(G(0, X”)}, + 0, a.s.) imply that 
liminfa,L,+,(fI,Xe)= ~liminfa,(G(B,Xe))t+T >O, P-a.s. VT< co, 8 #V*. 
f-oO 1-30 
(3.14) 
This enables to redefine K(8, T) as 
K(O, T) = inf {u > 0 1 lim P(ia,(G(0, Xe)),+, I a) = l}. 
f+x 
(3.15) 
The following lemma which is due to Bahadur et al. (1980) is reformulated to serve our 
purpose: 
Lemma 3.10 (Bahadur et al., 1980, Theorem 2.1). Assume that condition D holds and let 
{AT(X’)}, t 0 be a sequence qf Ft+ T -measurable events s.t. 
lim inf P(AT(Xe)) > 0, VT E [0, co). (3.16) 
f-CC 
133 
Then 
liminfr,logP(AT(X)) 2 - K(H, T), V TE [0, ‘cc). (3.17) 
1-r 
Remark 3.11. The proof relies on the absolute continuity of the measures induced by 
X0 on C[O, t + T] with respect to the corresponding measures induced by X. This 
obviously rules out the possibility to consider directly the case T = 3c (which is the 
one we are interested in). Nevertheless, as is shown below, lower bounds for infinite 
horizon, tail probabilities for consistent estimators are a rather straightforward 
conclusion from finite horizon results. 
Theorem 3.12. Let conditions D hold and assume that H” is a un~fbrmly strony consistent 
estimator. Then 
lim inf c(, log P(sup I(?, - H* 1 > A) 2 - inf K(O, 0) 2 
r-7 r>, 10 ~ (I*\ > 1 
where 
K(O) = iesssuplimsupa, < G(O, X”) > L. 
(0 f-!r, 
Proof. Fix i > 0 and choose 0 s.t. 10 - O* 1 > 1. Define 
#(X”, 3,) = { sup I&+,(X0) - 8*l > j”). 
> E [O. 71 
inf K(H), 
Recall that 8(X”) is strongly consistent for (1 hence, by the choice of H, 
lim P(AF(X”, i)) = 1, 
L- * 
which, by Lemma 3.10 implies that 
liminfqlogP(A,T(X, A)) = liminfcc,logP( sup ID,,, - ()*I > i) 
f-l f’ x , c [O, 7’1 
2 - K(U, T). (3.21) 
Since this holds V0, I fl - H* I > i we obviously have 
liminfa,logP( sup ID,,, - N*l > 3.) 2 - inf K (0, T). 
t- I .\ E [O, T-1 10 II*1 > i 
Furthermore. 
(3.22) 
lim inf c(, log P( sup 10, +,$ - O* 1 > i) 
f--1 I ., 2 0 
= liminfx, sup logP( sup Iii,,, - ()*I > 2) 
, -11 7 >o , t ro. 1’1 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
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2 sup liminfcr,logP( sup I(?,+, - Q*I > i) 
T>O t-a s E [O. T] 
2- inf inf K(H, T), 
in-o*i >i T>O 
(3.23) 
where the last inequality is due to (3.22). Now, due to (3.15) we can write that 
inf K(B, T) = inf inf a > Ollim P&cc, < G(0, X”) > t+T I a) = 1 
T>O T>O t+m 
= ~esssuplimsupcc,(G(B, X”)),. 
w f+cC 
The third and last inequality completes the proof. 0 
We end with an application of Theorem 3.12 in the ergodic case: 
Example 3.8 (continued). Let (3.10) hold and take CI, = l/t. Then 
lim 1 
s 
’ q’(d, x,B)ds = E0g2(0, x) = K(d, 0) = K(O), 
1-mt 0’ 
which by Theorem 3.12 leads to 
liminf~logP(supIB, - 0*( > A) 2 - f 
1-5 t 
inf E,g2(0, x), 
r>r ~H-fq>i 
for any uniformly consistent estimator 8. Note that for small A. one has 
E,g2(Q,x) = 16 - 0*12E(&(8*,x) + o(le - 0*j2). 
(3.24) 
Hence, since E,mi(8*, x) + Eo&(Q*, x) as 0 + 8*, we obtain 
lim liminf~logP(sup~& - t)*l > i) 2 - $En*mi(8*, x). (3.25) 
j.10 f+3C I r>t 
Compared with (3.11) this implies that (at least in the ergodic case) the uncondi- 
tional probabilities decay slower than their conditional counterparts for small A’s (and 
7 < 2). In the case of the MLE, the exponential rate in the conditional law is, as 
expected, higher than the one in unconditional law (3.25) by a factor of 4. 
Remark 3.13. While Theorem 3.12 holds in the case of vector valued parameters (with 
1.1 denoting the Euclidean norm), the conditional law (3.6) cannot be extended directly 
to the (Wd parameter case. Recall that (3.6) is derived from the martingale law (2.4) and 
relies on the fact that (1.6) holds (asymptotically). In the [Wd counterpart of (1.6) (M) is 
a d x d matrix, a fact which prevents a direct use of the vector valued martingale 
law (2.22). It seems however, that it is possible to derive bounds (rather than exact 
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limits) for the KY’ valued parameter case, based on (2.22). This point requires further 
study. 
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